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ABSTRACT

Mining claims have long posed a problem for mineral 
evaluators. Many claims patented before 1920 are now idle. 
The Cecil-Argo falls into this group, last worked on an 
active basis in 1925.

The Cecil-Argo property was inspected, sampled, and 
analyzed by this writer during the fall of 1975 and standard 
financial analyses were applied to arrive at its investment 
value. The property was recently offered for sale for 
$300,000 and^ the writer makes comparison of this price with 
his own investment valuation (NPV).

Sensitivity analysis is employed to evaluate the rela
tive importance of the variables and to point out critical 
areas for further work, whereas uncertainty is quantified 
through probabilistic analysis, yielding a distribution of 
rates of return indicated from the present level of data 
reliability.
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PART I - GEOLOGIC AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

The Chicago Creek District of Clear Creek County, 
Colorado is one of a number of mining districts comprising 
the Front Range Mineral Belt, consisting of porphyry in
trusive rocks and hydrothermal veins of Tertiary age. In 
excess of $4.5 million was produced from mines in the dis
trict, with the majority coming before 1905. Few mines 
showed any activity after that year, and the last mine of 
significance to operate in the district, the Lamartine, 
closed in 1954.

The Cecil-Argo property consists of 40 patented claims 
along or adjacent to the Argo vein, near the western margin 
of the district. The property at one time was separated in 
ownership and development into the Cecil, Wallace, Argo, 
Argonaut, Bald Eagle, Fog Storm, and Gold Coin mines. The 
property was consolidated over a period of more than 10 
years by Mr. Henry DeLinde (deceased) of Idaho Springs, and 
was sold to its present owner, Mr. Mark Stepelton, of Golden, 
Colorado, in 1954. The property has been held for investment 
purposes and recently was offered for sale,’

ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL oi MINES 

GOLDEN. COLORADO Q0401
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It is the objective of this thesis to ascertain the 
minimum reasonable value of this property, as well as to re
veal the areas of high risk, and to recommend exploration ap
proaches to minimize these risks. There are great numbers 
of small, inactive mines in the Front Range which may con
ceal worthwhile ore reserves for the small mining company.
One of the largest obstacles facing these companies is the 
lack of data on the various properties. Few, if any, old 
production records are preserved, and where they are pre
served they are confused by several factors. Rarely, if 
ever, were the production reports specific about the nature 
of sampling. Did the assays represent crude ore or hand- 
sorted material? In either case, the values would still 
represent only what was gone* not necessarily what is left. 
This leaves the evaluating company with a high degree of 
uncertainty which in the past has usually been avoided.
New techniques have been applied to mineral evaluation re
cently, and this writer will apply these techniques to small 
mine evaluation in hope that this thesis might aid in eval
uating other properties of this type.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT S
I express my sincere gratitude to Mr. Mark Stepelton 

for his cooperation in my research of the history of the 
property and for his generous giving of time and energy in
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sample preparation and analysis.

MINING HISTORY OF THE CHICAGO CREEK DISTRICT
The Chicago Creek Gold-Silver-Lead-Zinc district had 

its initial discovery of placer gold at the confluence of 
Chicago and Clear Creeks on April 1, 1859. Intense activity 
soon followed, seeking the lodes of Chicago Creek and its 
tributaries. Within five years development work had begun 
on the first two discoveries in the district, the Quito and 
the Little Mattie. Continuing work brought about the dis
covery by 1884 of the Silver Ring, Charter Oak, Muscovite, 
Kitty Clyde, Humboldt,. Eclipse, and the Silver Glance. The 
first production from the Cecil-Argo vein was from the Argo
naut Mine in 1887. The district continued to expand with 
vigorous exploration until the collapse of the silver market 
in 1894. This so-called Silver Panic of 1894 forced the 
closing of more than 85 percent of the operations in the 
district. Silver prices did recover somewhat by the turn of 
the century, but the loss of financial momentum, coupled with 
the high costs of re-opening, kept the majority of the mines 
closed.

The only new discoveries since 1920 were the West Gold 
in 1926 and the Dixie in 1936. Government regulations in 
1942 coupled with shortages of men and equipment forced the 
closing of the West Gold and the few other marginal producers
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still in operation. Only the Dixie survived that period 
and was operated until 1954.

The Lamartine property, actually considered in the 
Freeland-Lamartine District adjacent to the north, was 
located in 1867. Total production until closing in 1954 
was approximately 300,000 tons yielding almost 80,000 oz. 
of gold and in excess of 3 million oz. of silver. The mine 
has recently been leased with production anticipated in early 
1977. At present, in addition to the Lamartine, only the 
Dixie and the Quito are active.
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GEOGRAPHIC SETTING

The Cecil-Argo property is located near 39°43T45” N. 
latitude and 105°37f20" W. longitude, T.4S., R.74W., Sections 
1 and 12, or about 8 miles southwest of Idaho Springs, Colorado. 
Access is via Interstate 70, Colorado 103 (paved), and Ute 
Creek Road (gravel, county maintained). Access to the pro
perty could be described as very good, being negotiable by 
automobile during most of the year.

Topography of the area is somewhat rugged with elevations 
on the property itself ranging from 9,550 to 10,600 feet. 
Dissection of the area is attributable to the Chicago Creek - 
Ute Creek system which replaced the pattern entrenched by 
Pleistocene glaciation. Ute Creek is annually continuous 
with minimum discharge of 200 GPM. It is fed on the property 
by two intermittant streams, Argosy Creek and Upper Ute Creek, 
which are fed primarily by snow melt.

Vegetation in the area consists mainly of pine, spruce, 
and aspen, with sparse ground cover. Aspen now is locally 
prevalent due to considerable consumption of the firs as mine 
timber. Precipitation in the area averages' 20 to 22 inches 
per year, primarily as snowfall. Temperatures during mid
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summer show a diurnal variation of 40° to 80 F and a mid
winter range of -10° to +20°F.

102'103'106' 104‘107' 105'109' 108'

_ i _ _ :
RONT RANGE MINERAL BELT

M in  Boulderirr
" _ U -

CHICAGO CREEK AREA

V "

i—I
Fis b u  1.—Index map of Colorado, (bowing the location of the Chicago Creek area with reference to the Front Range highland and the Front

Range mineral belt.

From USGS P.P. 319
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GEOLOGIC SETTING

The geology of the area was investigated by Spurr,
Garrey, and Ball (1908), Lovering and Goddard (1950), and 
Harrison and Wells (1959), the latest being the most de
tailed in the Chicago Creek area. Much of the discussion 
relating to regional structure, as well as petrography, has 
been abstracted from these works.

GENERAL GEOLOGY
Rocks in the Chicago Creek area are predominately a 

series of Precambrian metasedimentary and metaigneous units 
which have been intruded by scattered dikes and plugs of 
early Tertiary age. These intrusive bodies vary in compo
sition including quartz monzonite, alaskite, granite, mon- 
zonite, bostonite, quartz bostonite, trachitic granite, and
biotite-quartz latite. Precambrian units recognized by

/
Harrison and Wells include biotite gneiss, sillimanite gneiss, 
lime silicate gneiss, granodiorite, skarn, amphibolite, quartz 
monzonite gneiss, quartz diorite, biotite muscovite granite, 
and granite pegmatite. This Precambrian group was exposed 
by removal of several hundreds of feet of rock subsequent to
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Laramide arching of the Front Range.
The fissure veins of the area are of the same age or 

younger than the Tertiary intrusive rocks as they have been 
emplaced along many of the same fracture systems. The min
eralization includes gold, silver, lead, zinc, copper, and 
uranium minerals. Strongest mineralization appears to 
have occurred along the Larimide faults which were reopened 
in early Tertiary time during instrusive activity.

Pleistocene glaciation has left many of the valley floors 
with a 20 to 40 foot thick cover of alluvium, whereas Quater
nary solufluction debris, talus, and landslides form the 
only soils of the higher valleys and basins.

The stratigraphy of the area consists primarily of a 
series of generally conformable metamorphic rocks deformed 
first during the Precambrian. Superimposed upon this de
formation is a pattern of joints and faults of Laramide 
age, with economic mineralization primarily confined to the 
stronger faults. Harrison and Wells (USGS P.P.319, p.27) have 
reconstructed the basic structural history as follows:

”1) Precambrian plastic deformation causing major folds 
north-northeast-trending axes, accompanied by intru
sion of granodiorite and then quartz diorite.

2) Intrusion of biotite muscovite granite near the end 
of the north-northeast-trending period of folding.

3) Precambrian deformation, largely cataclastic, causing 
crushing and granulation on the more massive rocks, 
and minor (generally less than 50 feet wide) ter
race, monoclinal, or chevron folds in the more 
gneissic rocks.
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4) Early Laramide (?) arching resulting in the develop
ment of a regional joint pattern superposed on Pre
cambrian joint patterns.

5) Tertiary fracturing and faulting, accompanied or 
followed by intrusion of dikes and deposition of 
hydrothermal veins.”c
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Mineralogy

iff

Veins in the Chicago Creek area have produced gold, 
silver, lead, zinc, copper, and minor amounts of uranium.
The veins are predominately hydrothermal fillings of Laramide 
faults which commonly are of the order of three feet in total 
width, with metallic ore minerals generally restricted to 
less than one foot wide.

Primary ore minerals are the copper, lead, silver, and 
zinc sulfides and sulfosalts with minor amounts of native 
gold and silver. Gangue is predominently vein quartz and 
chalcedony with minor amounts of carbonates in some locali
ties. Mineralogy of the veins has been utilized to classify 
the veins quantitatively.

The five types recognized were represented as a continuum 
(see Figure 3) by Harrison and Wells. The Cecil-Argo vein is 
primarily a type 4 vein according to this classification, at 
least in the shallow workings presently opened. Vein mineral
ogy has been shown to change both in vertical extent as well 
as along strike. Locally, the mineralogy grades downward 
from a predominence of galena-sphalerite, supergene-enriched 
ore near the surface to a chalcopyrite-gold ore with depth.
The near surface ores are mined primarily for their silver 
values whereas the deeper, copper-rich ores- are generally
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F ig u r e  3 — Vein classification based on quantita tive  vein
mineralogy.

From USGS P.P. 319
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extracted for their gold values. Supergene enrichment of 
silver is evident in all of the accessible workings, and is 
indicated as deep as 500 feet below the collar of the Cecil 
shaft.

Structure and Persistence of the Ore
The Cecil-Argo vein is traceable in outcrops and in 

prospects along a strike of over 4,200 feet. To the north
east the structure is a single strongly-developed fault, 
nearly vertical in attitude. The southwestern extension 
appears to be a horsetail type structure with three evident 
branches to the south.

None of the mines on the property have been developed 
below the 9,650’ level, probably due to the considerable 
water discharge (75+ GPM). Workings at this level are inac
cessible, but there are good indications that economic min
eralization persists to much greater depth. The Lamartine 
mine, to the north, has mined ore as low as the 8,800’ level, 
whereas ore persists to the 8,900’ level in the Dixie, immedi 
ately to the south. The structural similarity, particularly 
to the Lamartine, would lead one to expect similar depth of 
mineralization in the Cecil-Argo. The top of mineralization 
in the district is generally held to be 10,500’ (Harrison 
and Wells, 1956, p.85).

Mechanisms for localization of ore are primarily struc
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tural. In general, most of the veins are fault fillings, 
consequently the best developed ore bodies are at points 
where the faults formed a wide zone of crushing. These zones 
are frequently developed at fault intersections, fault-joint 
intersections, deflections in fault dip, and deflections in 
fault strike.
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T a m .u 1  — / la s o j /  values of ores typical of various vein types
[For explanation of vein see ftp. 17 and te \t. ltoins marked with nn asterisk (•) were obtained from assay records of the Tdaho Sprlrips Sampling Works; other Items wpre 

calculated from production records furnished by the lb  8. bureau of Mines. A ll records are published with permission]

Vein typo

1A  (telluridc-bearing).

M  inc namo

West Gold.

P. T .

K itty  Clyde.

Beaver.

Black Eagle-Bismarck.

D ixie____

Humboldt.

Y  ear (la id  
(ox per tan)

Silver 
(oz per ton)

Copjier
(percent)

Lend
(percent)

Zinc
(percent)

1920 0. 69
1927 . GO 0. 15
1928 1. 12 . 21
1930 . 07 . 06
1931 .08 . 05
1933 1. GG 2. 39 0. IS 1. 63
1937 . 50 . 45 *
1940 . 10 . 17 Trace

1911 . G8 3. GO . 60
1913 . 51 1. 77 .20
1927* 1. 1G 3. SO

. 60 S. 00 1.27 4. 16
1934* 1.91 5.52 . 10 . S6 1.98
1936 . 14 . 58 . 17 .07
1940 . 16 .8 6 . 17 . 10 .2 3

1908 1. 63 12. 50 2. 94 21. 30
1910 . 5S 17. 00 1. S5 31. 60 11. 80
1911 .7 5 12. 00 1. 90 8.20 3 .00
1912 . 82 9.40 .92 5. 80 5. 30
1923* . 86 10. SO .5 0 21. 00 11. 14

1902 . 80 100. 00 35. 00
1905 . 21 3. 28 2. 62 _
1912 .31 67. 00 32. 40 14.50
1916 .29 105. 38 19. 70 ■
1919* . 31 202. 51 __________ 43. 50 17.00
1935* .24 40. 00 32. 60 24, 30
1938 .06 4. 20 .23 1. 75 3 .30

1908 . 34 14. 20 . 05
1910 . 46 32. GO .27. 1. 09
1913 . 18 10. 60
1919* . 49 12. 40 .10 8. 50 1. 50
1920* .27 14. 75 1. 20 29. 39 15. 20
1926* .28 12. 87 . 50 2. 10
1934* 1. 60 40. 35 2. 40 4. 05
1935* 2. 51 74. 75 1.00 6. 92 8. 40

2.68 45. 50 .8 5 4. 40 7. 10
. 19 S. 35 1. 05 1. 50

1939 .71 a  08 Trace . 21 .4 1
1945 . 52 1. 40 Trace . 09 .0 9
1951 .83 1. 50 Trace . 17

1900 .2 7 . 12 .22 .0 6
1913 . GG 1. 27 Trace
1934* .52 1. 70 . 65 3. 80
1940 . 14 . 58 . 05 . 08 . 55
1913 . 50 1. 05 .64 9. 35 11. 10
1951 1. 16 2. 32 .26

From USGS P.P. 319
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DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL WORKINGS 

CECIL MINE
The Cecil Mine was most active during the period 1886 - 

1892. No production records for this period could be ob
tained, but Spurr, Garrey, and Ball (1908) reported:

According to a miner who had worked in the 
Cecil, most of the ore was of comparatively low 
grade and carried only a small percentage of 
lead, although small amounts of ore averaging 
200 ounces of silver to the ton were at times 
obtained.

The 1907 inspectorTs report, reflecting work carried on at 
Wallace tunnel level (9,750*), indicated an ore grade at that 
depth of 35 to 400 oz. Ag, .2 to 2.0 oz. Au, 3 to 15% Pb and 
Zn, and .5 to 5% Cu. This grade of mineralization would in
dicate the presence of supergene enrichment at a depth of 
approximately 500 feet.

Workings opened by the Cecil and Wallace shafts at 
and above the 9,900* level are inaccessible. The Cecil shaft 
is reported to be filled with ice to within 100 feet of the 
collar while the Wallace shaft is badly caved at the collar. 
The condition of these upper workings rules out assessment 
without considerable rehabilitation work. Preliminary
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assessment work in the lower level (9,750f) can be accom
plished with rehabilitation of the Wallace tunnel.

ARGO MINE
Production from the Argo mine will be given later. The 

productive years, like the Cecil, were 1886 to 1892. The mine 
was leased in 1921 to Stude-Marie Mining Company in Idaho 
Springs, however, with some indications of grade evident in 
their records. Most of the workings activated by this com
pany are accessible now, with only their lowest drift (9,650f 
level) posing a problem (water).

The only accessible ore in any of the mines is the block 
between the Wallace crosscut and the Argo shaft. Sampling 
was done along the floor of the Wallace tunnel, as well as 
two winzes connecting with the Argo level. The dimensions 
of the block are 1451 x 961 x 41 (minimum mining width), 
yielding approximately 4,500 tons of ore} The weighted 
grade of this block is Au - .22 oz., Ag - 16.5 oz., Pb - 1.4%, 
and Zn - 1.6%.

This writer establishes this section as ’’proven" ore, 
but it should be stated that ore blocked on three sides is 
"proven” by some definitions and "probable" by others, depending 
upon size of block and sampling interval. In this case the 
Judgment was made subjectively that continuity was reasonably 
assured.
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No sampling has been done to the northeast of the Argo 
shaft along the Wallace as the back is down at the intersec
tion and is impassible. The Argo tunnel is badly caved at 
the portal and reportedly is down in several places within, 
damming substantial quantities of water. Rehabilitation and 
sampling of this tunnel may be a substantial task.

OUIDA MINE
The Ouida vein, on the south bank of Ute Creek, may be 

an extension of a branch of the Ceeil-Argo. The mine was 
opened on two levels by adits on the vein. Two orebodies 
were encountered before 1910 (Spurr, Garrey, and Ball, 1908, 
p.370), one of significant proportions. The yield in silver 
from the larger orebody was $63,000 (or approximately 90,000 
oz.) and the yield from the smaller about $3,000 (approxi
mately 4,300 oz.). The portal of the mine was opened by the 
owner in 1962 and measurements were taken on the large open 
stope extending from the portal inward for over 200 feet.
The approximate dimensions were 225f x 90f x 3* or about 
4,900 tons. Grade of this material could then be approxi
mated at 22 ounces of silver per ton. The geometry of the 
ore shoot would indicate that it extends well below tunnel 
level, but the true dimensions could only be ascertained by 
drilling, as there are no lower workings which intersect this 
vein. Extending the orebody half of its vertical dimension
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would indicate approximately 2,500 tons of probable ore. 
Preliminary sampling (although samples were widely spaced) 
indicates a grade of: Gold - .13 oz. per ton, Silver - 18.0
oz. per ton, Lead - 2.2 percent, and Zinc - 1.8 percent.

SAPPHO AND GOLD AND SILVER COIN MINES
The Sappho and Gold and Silver Coin appear to be devel

oped on the same vein, probably a- structure parallel to the 
Cecil-Argo. Although the Sappho was poorly developed, the 
Gold and Silver Coin was, at one time, well capitalized 
and reportedly was very productive (Spurr, Garrey, and Ball, 
1908, p.370). The mine was opened by tunnel and shaft with 
the shaft penetrating at least 225 feet with levels at 100, 
140, and 200 feet. There is no information available on the 
present condition of the workings as the collar of the shaft 
is caved, as is the only portal connecting to it.

BALD EAGLE AND FOG STORM MINES
The Bald Eagle and Fog Storm occupy the southwestern 

end of the Cecil-Argo vein. This portion of the vein is 
characterized by the horsetail branchings and the main vein 
in this area seems to be somewhat weaker. The Fog Storm is 
a small claim opened by shaft with little development evident. 
Judging from the size of the dumps, the shaft is less than 50 
feet deep.
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The Bald Eagle shows considerably more development by 
two shafts separated along the vein by about 500 feet. Both 
shafts have considerable dumps with the southernmost shaft 
probably having no less than 3,600 feet of workings. The 
north shaft has much less dump material present, but is 
listed on the claim plat as being slightly over 200 feet deep. 
The shaft appears to be offset from the vein by approximately 
30 feet.
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CECIL
SHAFT ■ 10.200'

10,100*

- 10.000*VERTICAL
SHAFT

ARGO
SHAFT

-9800'
TUNNELWALLACE

-9700'About 5 0 0  ft to porta!

TUNNEL

SECTION

CECIL SHAFT
Elev 10,1/0 tl

SHAFT

VERTICAL SHAFT 
Elev 9945 f t ^

MAP

300 Feet0300
D ttum  is  m ttn  saa I  aval

Modified from mao by W. H. Wiley, 1906; loaned by C. L. Harrington

Fioitbb 5 —Sketch map and section of part of the workings of the Cecll-Argo mines.

From USGS P.P. 319
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1.* Cecil Mine
2. Wallace-Argo Mine
3. Bald Eagle Mine
4. Ouida Mine
5. Gold and Silver Coin Mine

Figure 6 - Index Map of the Cecil-Argo Property
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PRIOR PRODUCTION

The production records for the Cecil-Argo property are 
incomplete. Harrison and Wells compiled data from the Direc 
tor of the Mint, U. S. Bureau of Mines, reports by Kimball 
(1887, 1887, 1888, 1889) and Leech (1890, 1891, 1892, 1893), 
with additions by Spurr, Garrey, and Ball (1908), and the re 
cords of the Idaho Springs Sampling Works. In addition to 
Harrison and Wells1 figures, some additions were made from 
reports of inspectors filed with the Colorado Division of 
Mines, It should be stated that the compilations can be 
considered only a minimum, particularly before the turn of 
the century.

Table 2 Cecil-Argo Production Record (Incomplete)
Cecil Mine

Gold Silver Lead Zinc 
Year (oz.) (oz.) (lbs.) (lbs.)

1892 37.0 18,000 45,000 ?
1909 (20 tons) 7.4 1,514 2,157 ?
1940 (23 tons, dump) 1.1 63 507 504
Wallace Mine
1888 ? 33 ? ?
1892 30.0 16,800 29,350 ?
1936 (32 tons) 1.0 84 145 338
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Gold
(oz.)

Argo Mine 
Year

1887 195.0
1888 20.0
1889 218.0
1890 2.0
1892 31.0
1919 - 1926 (349 tons) 83.6 
Argonaut Mine
1890 70.0
1892 98.0
Bald Eagle Mine
1887 1.4
1888 2.3
1891 25.0 
Gold and Silver Coin Mine

Silver
(oz.)

42.100 
21,000 
49,700

500
4,700
6,100

16.100 
25,200

240
2,558

?

Lead Zinc 
(lbs.) (lbs.)

?
12,000
50,000 

?
?

14,118 16,413

3,600 ?
2,700 ?

?
4,000

1887 101.0 1,800 4,140

Total Recorded Production from Cecil-Argo 
Gold: 923.8 ounces
Silver: 206,492 ounces
Lead: 167,717 pounds
Zinc: 17,255 pounds
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Grade of the ore previously mined is difficult to es
tablish as most of the records did not record tonnage. Some 
information can be taken from the yearly mine inspectors1 re
ports of the Colorado Division of Mines. Unfortunately, 
these reports were only kept after 1899 when many of the 
mines had already closed. A recapitulation of these reports 
is as follows:

Gold and Silver Coin - 12/30/1889
Tenor of ore: $75 - $100 per ton
Development: Shaft - 225 feet

100 foot level - 125 feet to NE
140 foot level - 30 feet
200 foot level - 125 feet to NE
Drainage tunnel - 214 feet

French Girl - 12/30/1899 
Tunnel: 75 feet

Cecil, Lance, Wallace - 10/13/08
Character and value of ore: Silver-lead sulfide

Value - $30 - $150 per ton 
Gold-silver ratio of 1:200 
Silver - 35 - 400 ounces 
Lead and zinc - 3 to 15 percent 
Gold - .2 to 2.0 ounces 
Copper - .5 to 5.0 percent

Development: Shaft - 500 feetWallace tunnel - 1,500 feet (stoped continuously 
above)
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Argo-Argonaut Group - 1921 - 1925
Character and value of ore: $75 - $300 per ton

Gold - 3.95 ounces 
Silver - 110.5 ounces 
Lead - 62 percent (?)
These represent the average 

yield for six tons of concen
trates (?) sold during 1923

Development:
The veins are fissures from 1 to 7 ft. wide.

The property is developed by drifts, shafts, cross
cuts, up-raises amd (sic) stopes. One three com
partment 5 x 12 has been sunk on the Argo to a 
depth of 280 ft., and is very near vertical; one 
double compartment shaft 4 x 8 ,  has been sunk to 
a depth of 90 ft., which is almost vertical, also.
The main drift has been driven on the Argosa vein 
to the NW, a distance of 650 ft., where they cross
cut to the south 50 ft. where the vein was inter
sected. They then drifted to the east 350 ft. and 
to the west 400 ft. on the Argo vein. At present 
all work is being done in the drifts in the 280 foot 
shaft, in cleaning up and retimbering, so that opera
tions may be resumed in drifting from the bottom of 
the shaft.

SUMMARY
As the previous data represent incomplete records and 

are unspecific as to sampling methods and circumstances of 
collection of samples, little hard information can be carried 
forward for analysis. The reports do show that the vein has

oT. R. Wenahen, Inspector, District No. 1, ’’State of 
Colorado Bureau of Mines Inspector’s Report, to John T. Joyce, 
Commissioner of Mines” , April 7, 1925.
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been productive over a substantial strike and to a depth of 
at least 500 feet (Cecil Mine).
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RESERVES

At the present level of information, there is a high 
level of uncertainty attached to any estimate of reserves. 
Proven reserves are available only in a small block in the 
Argo, with the only probable ore showing in the Sappho.

For purposes of this evaluation it is important to es
tablish the amount of possible ore inferred to be present.
The extent of mining above the lowest level is impossible to 
ascertain at present, so the assumption is made that no ore is 
left above the 9,650' level (except for the measured block in 
the Argo). A reasonable lower limit for mineral has been es
tablished by Harrison and Wells (1956, p.85) to be approxi
mately 8,800 feet. This points to approximately 850 feet of 
•possibly productive vein below any of the existing workings. 
Allowing a conservative strike length of 4,300 feet, and mini
mum mining width, possible ore on the Cecil-Argo is calculated

4,300' x 850' x 4' , ,CQ , ---- -----------  = 1,169,600 tons
12.5 cu. ft, per ton 

Since this figure represents highly speculative data, 
it is assumed that only 33 percent of this will be of suffi
cient value to be mined. Therefore, a tabulation of the
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reserves is as follows:

Proven Ore - Argo Mine - 4,500 tons
Gold: .22 oz. per ton
Silver: 16.5 oz. per ton
Lead: 1.4 percent 
Zinc: 1.6 percent

Probable Ore - Ouida Mine - 2,500 tons
Gold: .13 oz. per ton
Silver: 18.0 oz. per ton
Lead: 2.2 percent
Zinc: 1.8 percent

Possible Ore - 389,867 tons

Establishing a grade for the Mpossible” catagory re
quires a judgment decision and obviously the grade and the 
tonnage are interdependent. Conservatism is desireable in 
this instance, so I have subjectively assumed a most likely 
grade in this catagory of 75 percent of the values calculated 
for the ”proven” block.

Gold: .16 oz. per ton
Silver: 12.4 oz. per ton 
Lead: 1.1 percent
Zinc: 1.2 percent
A reasonable maximum for this catagory could be placed 

at the grade of the "proven” block, and a lower limit would
logically be at the values obtained from the dumps.
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Dump Ore
Approximately 125,000 tons of dump material are located 

iadjacent to the various mines on the property. To date, only 
one dump has been adequately sampled to indicate its value.
It is located below the portal of the 9,650* level Argo 
tunnel, with the majority of the material mined during the 
1921 - 1926 period of activity. The dump contains in excess 
of 10,000 tons and was sampled by this writer in a poly-block 
configuration laid out in deference to apparent directions of 
accretion. This approach is required as the dump may repre
sent any number of activities in the mine ranging from cross
cutting of barren rock to drifting on low grade vein and hand 
sorting. The dump was calculated at a grade of:

Gold: .14 oz. per ton
Silver: 9.0 oz. per ton
Lead: 1.0 percent

Ore Reserve Uncertainty
Since most of the reserves quantified here consist of 

”possible” ore," it is preferable to assign a range to the 
grade rather than a single value. As more information be
comes available, the range can be narrowed, but for purposes 
of this work, possible ore grade will be:
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High Most Likely Low
Gold (oz./ton) .22 .16 .14
Silver (oz./ton) 16.50 12.40 9.00
Lead (percent) 1.40 1.10 1.00
Zinc (percent) 1.60 1.20 1.00

These values will be utilized in the subsequent analyses 
as the proven and probable material will represent only short 
duration of mining.
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PART II - FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION

Since the project under consideration here is a hypo
thetical one, the data used in financial analysis will have 
a relatively high degree of inherent uncertainty which must 
be dealt with. In developing each of the pertinent vari
ables, a range rather than a particular value is presented. 
Since uncertainty must necessarily be incorporated into the 
decision process, distributions or ranges are a useful 
way of dealing with that uncertainty.

The physical variables such as concentration and re
covery can only be comparatively estimated, while production 
was estimated subjectively. Since the values for recovery 
and concentration are a function of several variables, such 
as mineralogy, oxidation, and operator competence, the ranges 
developed were rather large to cope with the increased uncer
tainty.

Cost estimates were developed, where possible, by ma
terial consumption estimates, rather than by comparison as 
small mines tend to be somewhat individual in nature and oper
ation. Revenues have been calculated from appropriate smelter
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schedules which are reproduced in Appendix I.
The normal criteria calculations, Payback, NPV, and 

DCFROR, have utilized the revenue estimates to arrive at 
the most probable values for each. Since the revenue es
timates were based in the first analysis on the most pro
bable value of each variable, the resulting revenue value 
should represent the most probable case.

Before approaching the next step in information gather
ing and analysis, it is desireable to ascertain the level 
of influence of each variable employed. A simple and 
reliable method, sensitivity analysis, has been employed for 
this purpose. Variables are examined for the incremental 
change in ROR produced by a change in the variable itself, 
all others remaining constant. The graphical result is help
ful in planning for risk reduction.

The final analysis section employs a probabilistic 
technique to quantify the risk which has been attached to 
each variable. The method is particularly useful because 
it incorporates the risk of each variable in a cumulative 
manner.
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PHYSICAL VARIABLES

CONCENTRATION AND RECOVERY
Since there is no present mining or exploration activity 

on this property, the time and expense of taking and analyzing 
a bulk ore sample has not been undertaken. Therefore, only 
a comparative estimate from similar ores can be made.

The Hall property heading Ute Creek was operated briefly 
in 1962, with the ore being shipped to the Silver Spruce mill 
at Idaho Springs. The circuit was modified to achieve maxi
mum recovery at an average of 87.5 percent. The concentration 
ratio averaged 25:1. The correlation between these ores and 
Cecil-Argo should be high, as the quantitative mineralogy is 
similar. Hall ores do contain a higher percentage of silver 
•chloride (Cerargyrite) which reportedly lowers recoveries 
somewhat in a flotation medium. For this reason, it is felt 
that this comparison might be conservative.

High Most Likely Low
Concentration Ratio (Lead) 30:1 25:1 20:1
Concentration Ratio (Zinc) 30:1 25:1 20:1
Recovery 92% 87.5% 82%
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PRODUCTION LEVEL
Given the current level of information, the production 

level of the hypothetical operation is subjectively assumed 
to be 100 tons per day (TPD). This assumption is in keeping 
with the relative probable size of the deposit and the cap
ital budget restraints of a very small company.
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PRODUCT MARKETS

Flotation-gravity milling of Cecil-Argo ores should 
produce two concentrates, lead and zinc. The lack of smelting 
capacity for sulfide concentrates in Colorado necessitates 
the use of custom smelting outside the state. At present, the 
only available lead concentrate smelting capacity is at the 
Asarco El Paso smelter.

Zinc concentrates will be sent to the Bunker Hill 
smelter at Silver King, Idaho, as it is the only custom 
smelter now accepting new contracts. Since individual con
tracts will vary, and none has been negotiated for this ven
ture, calculations will be based upon Bunker Hill's contract 
with Minerals Engineering at Creede, Colorado, negotiated in 
late 1974.

Lead payments are based upon lead price quotations aver
aged for the second calendar month following the date of de
livery of the concentrates to the smelter. A recent smelter 
schedule is included in Appendix I (exclusive of clauses 
which will not have influence upon these calculations).
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COST ESTIMATES

In approaching cost estimation of a venture such as 
this, it is imperative to define the assumptions and ap
proaches upon which the estimates are based. The operation 
itself is conceived to be of minimum size (100 TPD) and com
plexity (partnership or small corporation). It is assumed 
that reconditioned equipment is acceptable.

The most important assumption made in this analysis 
and the revenue analysis is in the area of dynamic price 
levels. It is beyond the scope of this study to attempt to 
deal with inflation in any meaningful fashion. Therefore, 
it is assumed that the clock stops at the time of the study 
and that the price levels of costs and products will maintain 
proportion of revenue to costs over project life.

CAPITAL COSTS
Estimates here are based on spot quotes on used or re

conditioned equipment, obtained from local used equipment 
dealers. Where unavailable, new equipment is quoted.

COLoISo 
goujen. colo^ o
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Description

Jackleg drill 
Stoper drill 
Compressor (600 CFM)
Ventilation fan 
Ventilation tubing 
Ore cars (2 cu. yd., 24 ga.) 
Compressor hose 
Conduit and wire 
Rail (20#)
Ties
Locomot ive (a ir)
Lighting fixtures 
Control shack (20* x 20*) 
Portable x-ray analyzer 
Chutes with grizzlies 
LHD (Case 1740 uniloader)
7T x 10T ore bin 
Headframe and hoist with skip 
Miscellaneous hand tools 
2 - 4WD pickup trucks 
Contingency - 30%

Total capital equipment

Table 3 1976 Cost Estimates

Quantity Total Cost

2 $ 3 900
2 2 400
2 9 850
1 850

1,000' 1 350
6 2 400

2,500' 2 500
1,500' 1 250
3,000' 4 500
4,000 bd. ft. 800

1 8 700
125 1 065

1 9 600
1 5 500

16 4 000
1 10 175
1 1 100
1 23 400

6 000
15 000
35 660

$150 000

for Capital Equipment
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Mill equipment is omitted here due to the present 
availability of custom milling. It is beyond the scope

I
of this study to determine the advisability of a captive 
mill, as water rights and environmental considerations could 
pose significant problems. Therefore, depreciation on capital 
equipment would be determined as follows (assuming equal 
lives for all equipment):

 _____  $150,000
(32,500 tons per year)(10 years)

= $.46 per ton of ore

' \Capital equipment will be greatly influenced by deci
sions such as development and mining rate. Therefore, 
it is preferable to outline a range for the depreciation.

The total investment can only be roughly approximated 
from this. ^Assuming outright purchase of the claims for 
$300,000 and estimating exploration costs at $400,000, the 
total investment is projected to be $850,000.

OPERATING COSTS
The primary assumptions to be made prior to estimation 

of the production and development costs are the mining method 
and mining approach (design). In this case, the physical 
characteristics of the deposit (vein attitude, wall stability, 
and ore stability) point to the use of some form of shrinkage 
stoping as the primary mining method.

Shrinkage is basically overhand mining, leaving most of
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the broken ore in the stope to provide a working platform.
The amount drawn off is approximately 35 percent of the 
total broken, corresponding to the increased volume of the 
broken state.

The assumed mining approach calls for levels driven at 
250 foot vertical intervals connected by raises approximately 
every 400 feet, depending upon the continuity of the ore.
The first step in stope preparation will be a six foot slice
taken from the back along the haulage level (could be driven

\

simultaneously with the haulage level). As this is completed, 
the level will be timbered at six feet and matted to support 
the broken ore, while installing mechanical chutes for drawing 
the ore.

A stope of the full dimensions described should contain 
approximately 32,000 tons of ore (roughly one yearfs produc
tion). Estimates will first be assigned to development ex
penditures, which will be, in turn, charged against the ore 
produced from the stope.

Development
Yearly development requirements for the 100 TPD opera

tion are estimated utilizing the theoretical stope previously 
described. The level and primary slice can be drilled by 
two jacklegs, requiring 35 holes per 6 foot round. Advance 
should proceed at one round per shift, requiring approxi-
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mately 70 shifts to complete the level. Each shift will 
employ two drillers, two laborers, and a timberman. The 
service raises will be four foot diameter contract bores 
pulled from the surface.

Materials Consumption
Bit consumption will vary widely according to rock 

type and degree of rock alteration. This analysis assumes 
minimal alteration, and a uniform rock type, a biotite gneiss
(common to the area). A manufacturers estimate of bit life

\
under these conditions is approximately 1,000 feet of hole 
at a total cost of $51.40 (including 8 sharpenings at $4.00 
per sharpening), or approximately $.05/LF. The 400* long 
haulage level will require 14,000 LF of drilling at a cost 
of

14,000 x $.05 = $700

Powder consumption should average approximately 1,25 
pounds of powder per ton of rock broken, at a cost of $.63 
per ton. At an average of .4 tons per foot of hole, detona
tors will add another $.40 per ton. Therefore, bit and powder 
cost for development of each level will be about $3,200, with 
fuses adding approximately $200 more.

Rate of advance pn the development levels should be ap
proximately six feet per shift (complete cycle). At this 
rate, approximately 70 shifts will be required to complete 
the level (including timbering). The bored raises are con
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tracted on a per foot basis without need to detail labor. 
Total development labor then will be approximately 350 man
shifts. Basic labor cost for this type of mining is approxi
mately $6.50 per hour. Allowing an additional 30 percent 
for fringe benefits and incentive payments, a man-shift is 
computed to be approximately $67.60. Total level develop
ment labor cost, then, will be approximately $23,500.

Table 4
Direct Costs for Development of a 32,000 Ton Stope

(1976 Dollars)

Timber
Raise (2,000 bd. ft.) $ 400
Level (11,500 bd. ft.) 3,920

Rail (800', 20#)
Chutes (20 @ $100)
Bits
Explosives 
Labor
Electricity (@ 5%)
Raise boring (250T @ $80)

Total direct development 
Per ton of ore

$ 4,320 
600 

2,000 
700 

3,400 
23,500 
1,725 

20,000 
$56,245 

$1.76

Once again, a range is preferable here, as the actual 
stopes will probably be smaller than optimal, therefore be
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more development intensive. It would not be unreasonable to 
assume that the development could run as high as $2.25 per 
ton in areas where shoots are relatively narrow. On the 
other hand, once sufficient ore has been developed by this 
relatively fast method, a cheaper method might be employed, 
bringing down the cost on the large stopes to the area of 
$1.50 per ton.

High Most Likely Low
$2.25 $1.75 $1.50

/
It is assumed that the development expenditures will be 

accounted as current costs of mining, rather than capitalized
Mining Cost
The proposed production shift will employ two miners 

and three laborers who should produce approximately 50 tons 
per shift, or 10 tons per man-shift. The previously esti
mated cost is $67.60 per man-shift, yielding $6.76 per ton 
of ore. Labor cost and productivity could vary widely, 
yielding a broad range of expected values.

Labor
High Most Likely Low

$10.00 $6.76 $5.00
Powder consumption has previously been accounted at 

$.79 per ton and bits added another $.12.
Table 5 summarizes the ranges for total mining cost.

ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 

GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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Milling Costs
As explained previously, it is assumed that no mill 

will be built at present, and that the theoretical operation 
will utilize custom milling (at least until sufficient re
serves are developed to justify a captive mill). A 1,000 
TPD mill has recently been completed in the area which could 
handle ore from development and early production. Quotes 
were obtained from the operators and were based on quantity. 
The mill also operates its own fleet of trucks, and hauls on 
a ton-per-mile basis. The ranges for these costs are as 
follows:

High Most Likely Low
Milling $15.25 $14.00 $13.75
Trucking (mine to mill) 2.25 1.50 1.50
Trucking (mill to rail) .20 .20 .20

$17.70 $15.70 $15.45

INTEREST EXPENSE
Only a general approximation of interest expense is 

possible here as the actual expense would be a function of 
interest, mode of finance, exploration expenditures among 
others. For purposes of this study, indebtedness has been 
estimated at $850,000 and that amount to be amortized 
over the ten year life of the mine with an interest rate 
of 9 percent. Under these assumptions, the average interest
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payable per year will be $72,086.91, rounded to $75,000, 
or $2.34 per ton.

LOCAL TAXES
Assessment of mineral producing property at the county 

level in Colorado is carried out in three catagories, the 
sum of which is subject to the mill levy established an
nually by the Board of County Commissioners. The mill levy 
in Clear Creek County for 1975 was 67.07 mills per $1,000 
assessed. ^

The three catagories are assessed in the following 
manner:

Mine lands (patented property) - $30.00 per acre
Improvements and equipment - 30% of market value
Mineral production - 100% of net proceeds or

25% of gross proceeds, 
whichever is larger

Therefore, an approximation of local taxes on an oper
ation on the Cecil-Argo would be:

Assessment
Land - 148 acres @ $30.00 $ 4,400
Improvements 8s equipment - $150,000 x .30 45,000
Mineral production 295,040
Approximate total assessment $344,440

Property Tax
Per year - $344,440 x .006707 $2,310.16
Per ton @ 32,000 TPY $0.07
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REVENUE ESTIMATES 

PRICE LEVEL OUTLOOK
\The primary product value for Cecil-Argo is silver.

Since its deregulation in 1967, the price of silver has 
demonstrated marked volatility, particularly in the past two 
years. The all time high of $6.80 per ounce occurred in 
late February, 1974 on the strength of huge purchases by a 
few large investors. About half of these stocks have re
portedly been liquidated, with the market price having ad
justed to the $4.00 - $4.25 range. The fundamentals sup
porting this price are strong. The gap between 1975 primary 
production and world consumption was 155 million troy 
ounces. While salvage reduced the gap by 70 million ounces, 
the remainder was supplied by government stocks (foreign and 
domestic) and private hoards. Although this gap should nar
row slightly in 1976, it should remain significant for at 
least several years to come. The primary supply of silver 
tends to be very inelastic within a rather broad price range, 
as in excess of three-fourths of all primary production is 
as a byproduct of base metal production, primarily copper.
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Copper production is not expected to increase significantly 
in the near future due to huge stockpiles accumulated during 
the recent recession and low copper prices.

Silver demand, too, is inelastic. Industrial consump
tion is concentrated in areas such as photography, anti
corrosive plating, and electronics where the cost added by 
silver is relatively small. In photography, for instance, 
the present substitution price was recently quoted by Kodak 
to be in excess of $8.50 per ounce.

From the previous discussion it is obvious that silver 
price determinants are exceedingly complex and difficult to 
predict. The greatest obstacle is to separate the price into 
its product value and its speculative premium components in 
order to establish a reasonable and reliable price range.
From Figure 7 one can visualize two distinct regions, based 
on both price and volatility. In the 1967 - 1969 region, 
total fluctuation was less than one dollar per ounce and 
trading ranges were relatively narrow. In addition, during 
this period, there was private sector accumulation of an 
average of 113.6 million ounces per year. After 1970, the 
private sector has dishoarded at a rate of 63.9 million 
ounces per year. The 1967 - 1969 years also represent a 
recession recovery period. For these reasons, it is felt 
that this area points to a base value from which to project
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to current levels. It is necessary to reach this far back 
to avoid the fluctuations caused by the price freezes of 
1971 and 1972, as well as the investor manipulations of 1973 
and 1974. The average price in the period was about $2.05. 
Inflating this figure to current dollars should yield a 
reasonable minimum value. Using 1967 - 100.0, the 1976 
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) for metals = 185.5 (estimated).

185.5
Therefore: q  x  2.05 = $3.80 per oz.

A reasonable maximum would be the 1974 average of approxi
mately $4.50 per ounce, as the speculative influence that 
year was abnormally high, and inflation was at a peak rate 
of over 10 percent per year.

The most probable value is estimated at $4.10 per ounce, 
in the range of fluctuation for the past four months.

The price of gold, although not as critical as that of 
silver, is also of major importance to this study. Unfor
tunately, the gold price is in large part determined by 
political situations rather than by quantifiable market fac
tors. The legalization of private ownership in the U. S. 
sector buoyed prices significantly in 1974 and 1975 in anti
cipation of greatly increased demand. This increase was 
vastly overestimated, and the price, which had climbed to 
almost $200 per ounce, fell precipitously to around $165
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where it appeared to stabilize. In September, 1975, the 
International Monetary Fund was considering selling 25 
million ounces of its gold reserves to create a trust fund 
for developing nations. The resulting panic sent the price 
plummeting to $129 on September 23. The price has trended 
upward slightly since then and is now temporarily stable 
at $130 per ounce. Assuming a conservative high from this 
performance of $150 per ounce and a conservative low of $110 
per ounce, a reasonable range can be constructed.

High Most Likely Low 
$150 $130 $110

Lead prices in 1975 trended downward from a first 
quarter level of $.245 per pound (U. S. producer) to about 
$.19 (U. S. producer) at year end. This fall was attributed 
to weakened demand which followed the period of uncertainty 
and recession in 1974-75. The projected low for the price 
range is logically placed at $.15 per pound (LME rate for 
the second half of 1975), while a reasonable high would be 
$.25. The most- likely value is placed at the current level 
of $.19.

SMELTER RETURNS
Based on the previously stated concentrations and re

coveries, metal contents of the concentrates are derived as 
follows:
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Cone. Metal in Recovery Metal in
Metal Ratio Crude Ore Percentage Concentrate
Gold 25:1 .16 oz. 87.5 3.50 oz.
Silver 25:1 12.40 oz. 87.5 271.25 oz.
Lead 25:1 1.10% 87.5 24.063%
Zinc 25:1 1.20% 87.5 26.25%

Using these values (most likely), net smelter return is 
calculated.

Lead Concentrate Returns
Gold (3.50 - 0.02) x .925 x (130.00 - 0.60) $ 416.64
Silver (271.25 - 1.0) x .95 x (4.10 - 0.07) 1,034.65
Lead 20(24.063 - 1.5) x .95 x (.19 - 0.05) 60.02
Gross smelter return 1,511.21
Less: |*r e ight $ 16.50

Base deduction 43.50 ____60.00
Net smelter return $1,451.21
NSR per ton mined (NSR conc./conc. ratio) $58.05
Zinc Concentrate Returns
Zinc 20(26.25 - 8.0) x (0.375 - 0.07) $111.33
Less: Charges $105.25

Freight 27.00 132.25
Net smelter return $(20.92)
NSR per ton mined $(0.84)
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Obviously, under these conditions, the zinc contained 
in the ore could not be marketed economically and therefore 
will not be considered further.

DEPLETION ALLOWANCE
The depletion deduction must be computed by both the 

cost and percentage methods. The taxpayer then must elect 
whichever method results in the larger deduction.

Cost Depletion
The formulas used in computing cost depletion is:

B — , where 
U + S

B = Basis (adjusted) of property at end of period 
U = Units (tons) remaining at end of period 
S = Units sold during period

Assuming a basis of the purchase price plus exploration ex
penditures and a production rate of 32,000 TPY, cost depletion 
for a given year would be given by:

non300,000 + 400,000 x ------  = $70,000 per year or $2.19 per ton.
320,000

Percentage Depletion
Percentage depletion is defined as a statutory allowance 

computed as a specified percentage of the gross income from 
the property, not to exceed 50 percent of the taxable income 
(without the allowance for depletion). Based upon the Tax
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Reform Act of 1969, applicable rates established for depletion 
were: gold, silver, and copper, 15 percent, and lead and

£
zinc, 22 percent.

Percentage depletion would be calculated as:
Gold $16.00 x .15 = $2.40
Silver $39.74 x .15 = 5.96
Lead $ 2.31 x .22 = .51
Percentage depletion

per ton $8.87

NET RETURNS
The taxable income (most likely case) is computed as 

follows: Per Ton Per Year
Net smelter return $58.05 $1, 857,600
Less: Milling $14.00

Trucking 1.70 15.70 502,400
Net revenue from mining 42.35 1,355.200
Less: Cost of mining 12.01

Local taxes .07
Depreciation .46
Interest expense 2.34 14.88 476,160

Taxable income before depletion 27.47 879,040
Less: Depletion 8.87 283,840
Net taxable income per ton $18.60 $ 595,200
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The existing State Corporate Income Tax rate is 5 
percent. After this deduction is made, Federal Corporate 
Income Tax is computed as 48 percent of net of Colorado 
Tax (for simplicity).

Per Ton Per Year
Net taxable income $18.60 $595,200
Colorado tax .93 29,760
Net of Colorado tax 17.67 565,440
Federal tax 8.48 271,360
Net profit $ 9.19 $292,080

ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 

GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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INVESTMENT DECISION CRITERIA

A wide variety of evaluation techniques are available 
to aid in analysis of investment decisions. It is usually 
advisable to apply several different approaches to any pro
ject, but when a large measure of uncertainty is involved, 
as in this case, it is particularly wise. By employing a 
variety of approaches, the weakness of each becomes apparent, 
thus the final appraisal will be greatly enhanced.

PAYBACK
Payback period is defined as the length of time that a 

project need operate to return the initial investment. The 
primary weakness of the technique is that it does not con
sider the time value of money. Its strength (in mining ap
praisals) is that the shorter the payback period, the more 
of the investment to be recovered from proven and probable 
reserves. Thus, it is a form of simple risk analysis.

In the case of Cecil-Argo, the "most likely" net profit 
per ton was calculated at $9.19. Adding "non-cash" charges 
of $.46 (depreciation) and $8.87 (depletion), cash flow is 
approximated at $18.52 per ton, or $592,640 per year. Using
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our assumed investment (exclusive of working capital) of 
$850,000, the payback period would be approximately 17 
months.

NET PRESENT VALUE
The Net Present Value method of analysis employs the 

time value of money concept in valuing an investment with 
a subsequent series of cash flows. It is commonly used in 
analysis of almost all types of investment decision making. 
The critical factor in the evaluation is the discount rate, 
as it indicates the cost of capital or the opportunity cost. 
Since we are dealing with an unknown cost of capital in this 
study, it will be placed arbitrarily at 14 percent, a figure 
which is commonly used in the mining industry, but which may 
deviate from that of any individual company.

Discount Factor Present Value 
Year Net Cash Flow @ 14% of Cash Flow

0 $(850,000) 1.0000 $(850,000)
1 592,640 .8772 519,863
2 . 592,640 .7695 456,036
3 592,640 .6750 400,032
4 592,640 .5921 350,902
5 592,640 .5194 307,817
6 592,640 .4556 270,007
7 592,640 .3996 236,819
8 592,640 .3506 207,780
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Discount Factor Present Value 
Year Net Cash Flow ______ @ 14%______of Cash Flow

9 $ 592,640 .3075 $ 182,237
10 592,640 .2697 159,835

Net Present Value $2.241,328

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW RATE OF RETURN
The Discounted Cash Flow Rate of Return is very similar

to the Net Present Value method. The basic difference is
that the DCF method varies the discount rate to produce an
NPV of 0. This method is very useful in ranking projects
as it reflects each projectTs potential return on capital
investment independent of other projects. The DCF of the
Cecil-Argo (most likely case) is 69.36 percent.

Discount Factor Present Value of 
Year @ 69.36% Cash Flow

0 1.00000 $(850,000)
1 .59045 349,923
2 .34863 206,611
3 .20585 121,993
4 .12154 72,031
5 .07176 42,530
6 .04237 25,112
7 .02502 14,827
8 .01477 8,755
9 .00872 5,169
10 .00515 3 r 052

NPV $_____0
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

To analyze the relative importance of the input vari
ables involved in an analysis, sensitivity analysis is com
monly employed. Fundamentally, the analysis involves varying 
one variable at a time by a given percentage, holding the 
others constant. The variation of each input will yield a 
variance in the end result. The degree of variance in the 
result caused by the variable change reflects the sensiti
vity of the conditions to the individual variable. By 
plotting graphically the input variable lines, a visual 
representation is produced (see Figure 8). In this manner, 
the areas of greatest sensitivity, also the areas where the 
most care in information should be taken, are defined.

Figure 8 indicates a high sensitivity to silver price 
and grade as well as recovery. As recovery is a variable 
over which some degree of control might be exercised, it 
should not pose a significant risk, while silver price and 
grade are variables of a considerable degree of uncertainty 
which merit great care and investigation.
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RISK ANALYSIS

In the evaluation of almost any mineral venture, one of 
the primary obstacles is to objectively analyze the risk or 
uncertainty which is inherent in it. The problem becomes 
most acute when dealing with a vested interest, such as a 
property owner, or a tax assessor. In either case, a highly 
optimistic or a highly pessimistic viewpoint might be pre
sented as to the value of the prospect, dependent upon the 
positions of the party responsible. Usually, these cases 
will represent plausible, if extreme, possibilities which will 
not accurately represent the most probable values of the depo
sit. Probabilistic analysis is a technique to overcome this 
problem and to quantify the risk inherent in the available 
data.

The basic procedure involved is the definition of value 
ranges and distributions for each variable. When sufficient 
data are available, the distribution may be represented as a 
"normal" curve with the peak representing the "most probable" 
value for the variable. If data are more limited, professional 
judgment might be used to assign maximum, minimum, and most
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probable values, yielding a triangular distribution. In 
the case of Cecil-Argo, triangular distributions were de
veloped as data were very limited.

Triangular distributions are utilized where data are 
available, but not definitive. The triangular distribution 
is a plot of variable value against probability. The area 
of the triangle is unity. The cumulative frequency of the 
variable is calculated from the triangle according to the 
following formulas:

Case I, where the value is £ X.
2

X - X 1

x2 "  X2

m

Xm - X1 
X2 “  X1

Case II, where the value is & X.m

= 1 -
\\ X2 - XJ

1 -

x2 " x 
X m ' ~  X1 
X2 - X1

where: Xg = highest value
X^ = lowest value
X = most probable valuem
P = probability of X occurring or a given trial

From these formulas, a cumulative probability graph can 
be constructed by substitution. Figure 10 demonstrates the
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unique property which makes it useful. The steepest portion 
of the curve occurs around the most probable value. The 
lowest value occurs at 0, while the highest value equals 1.0. 
The simple interpretation of this is that the probability of 
the value falling below X2 is 1.00, while the probability of 
X falling below X^ is 0.0. By generating a random number * 
0 * 1  and intersecting the curve, a random value of the vari
able is generated. An infinite number of trials, then, 
should produce a distribution reflecting the original tri
angle. Individual graphs of the Cecil-Argo variables are 
reproduced in Figure 11.

The analysis of the Cecil-Argo data was accomplished by 
generation of a random number for each of the eleven vari
ables on each trial. Upon completion of 100 trials, each 
trial was calculated for its DCFROR. Two bar charts were 
then constructed to tabulate the results, a relative fre
quency chart and a cumulative frequency chart (Figure 12).
A sample trial would look like (from Figure 11):

Variable Random Number Value
Ag grade 92 14.80 oz
Au grade 26 16 oz
Pb grade 47 1.15%
Concentration ratio 78 26.7:1
Recovery 65 88.00%
Mining cost 75 $14.00
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Variable Random Number Value
Milling cost 20 $14.10
Trucking cost .24 $1.80
Ag price 72 $4.23
Au price .11 $117.00
Pb price 14 $0,175

From this data, the resulting DCFROR was 79.7 percent.
The number of trials is important to the analysis. In 

this case, less than fifty trials yielded a bar chart which 
had no mode at all. At seventy-five trials, two modes were 
evident, and at one hundred, the distribution began to ap
proach its expected shape. It is preferable to complete 
two hundred if possible; however, this will usually require 
the services of a small computer. In this case, it was 
elected not to use a computer, and the calculations were 
carried out on a hand-held programmable calculator (HP 25). 
Total time required to make the analysis should be less than 
eight hours.

The relative frequency graph (Figure 12) indicates the 
highest probability DCF to fall in the 60 - 62% range, with 
the mode near 63 percent. The cumulative probability-fre- 
quency curve tells even more, indicating the risk associated 
with each ROR level. For example, if a company wished a DCF 
of 40 percent, the probability of this project satisfying
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that demand would be approximately 97/100. However, if that 
company were seeking a 60 percent DCF, it would need to ac
cept a risk of 50/100 that the project would fail.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Throughout this work, subjective estimates and assump
tions have been made where accurate data were not available. 
Obviously, the optimism or pessimism of the evaluator will 
influence his subjective judgment, and thus the net result.
In this thesis the writer assumed a conservative stance on 
price, grade, and recovery as they were the most sensitive 
of the variables.

CONCLUSIONS
At this state of information, this property appears 

very attractive for a small mining firm. It is significant 
that the purchase price ($300,000) is considerably lower than 
the calculated value (NPV). Although the property is offered 
for outright purchase, there is no royalty attached, making 
it even more attractive for the small company able to ac
commodate the relatively large front-end investment. The 
probabilistic analysis indicates that the small firm would 
enjoy a very high probability of a substantial rate of return, 
even under the more pessimistic cases considered.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
. This analysis could be substantially refined by an 

operating company at relatively low cost. An option on the 
property followed by rehabilitation of the Wallace tunnel 
would reveal a great deal of information regarding the ex
tent of previous mining, variation in mineralization, and 
general geology. Furthermore, bulk samples of the ore 
from different depth and mineralogical horizons could be 
analyzed for amenability to concentration and recovery. 
Recovery is shown by analysis to be the most sensitive of 
all variables, as it alone varies the recovered grade of 
all three metals simultaneously.

Wallace tunnel restoration would also allow extensive 
sampling of <the vein, providing necessary grade data and 
yielding a statistical basis for ore reserve estimation.
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AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY 
EL PASO SMELTING WORKS 

EL PASO, TEXAS
PURCHASE SCHEDULE (OPEN) 
DATE EFFECTIVE 3/18/75

SHIPPER_____________________  ADDRESS______
MINE________________________  LOCATION_____
PRODUCT LEAD CONCENTRATES R. R. STATION

The following purchase terms are subject to the General 
Clauses shown on the back of this sheet, and are subject to 
change on 30 days notice. Unless shipments are begun within 
10 days this quotation is automatically cancelled.
DELIVERY
F.o.b. rail cars at unloading bins of the American Smelting 
and Refining Company Smelter at El Paso, Texas. The rates 
quoted are based on shipment in open top gondola equipment. 
Extra unloading charges of up to $2.00 per wet ton will be 
assessed for product received in other equipment.

PAYMENTS
GOLD
Deduct 0.02 troy ounces per dry ton and pay for 92.5% of 
the remaining gold content at the daily London Final Gold 
Quotation, as published in Metals Week, averaged for the calen
dar month following date of delivery of product, less a de
duction of G0d per troy ounce of payable gold. All purchases 
of gold will be subject to United States Governmental regula
tions pertaining to transactions in gold.
SILVER
Deduct 1.0 troy ounces per dry ton and pay for 95% of the 
remaining silver content at the Handy and Harman New York Quo
tation for refined silver averaged for the calendar month 
following date of delivery of product, less a deduction of 
7.0£ per ounce.
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LEAD
Deduct from the wet lead assay 1.5 units and pay for 95% 
of the remaining lead at quotations for common domestic lead 
for delivery in New York as published in Metals Week averaged 
for the calendar month following date of delivery of pro
duct, less a deduction of 5.0/ per pound of lead accounted 
for. The quantity of lead not paid for shall equal a minimum 
of 3.0 units per net dry ton.
COPPER
Deduct from the wet copper assay 1.3 unit and pay for 97.5% 
of the remaining copper at the daily net domestic refinery quo- 
tations for electrolytic wire bars as published in the Metals 
Week averaged for the calendar month following date of de
livery of product, less a deduction of 15.0/ Hpe** pound of 
copper accounted for. Nothing paid for copper if less than 
2.0% by wet assay.

NO PAYMENT WILL BE MADE FOR ANY METAL OR CONTENT EXCEPT AS
ABOVE SPECIFIED.

DEDUCTIONS
BASIC CHARGE
$ 43.50 per net dry ton of 2,000 pounds.
LABOR
This quotation is based upon an average hourly cost of em
ployment of $ 8.50 at BuyerTs El Paso, Texas plant. To ad
just, increase or decrease Base Charge by 9.0/ for each 
1/ per hour that the average hourly cost of employment at El 
Paso during the calendar month prior to the date of delivery 
of product is greater or less than $ 8.50 , fractions in pro
portion.
ARSENIC
Allow 0.5 units free; charge for excess at $ .75 per unit, 
fractions in proportion.
ANTIMONY
Allow 0.5 units free; charge for excess at $ 1.00 per unit.
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BISMUTH
Allow 0.05 units free; charge for excess at $ .50 per lb.

t

NICKEL
Allow 0.3 units free; charge for excess at $ 3.00 per unit.


